Previous research indicates that changes in housing wealth affect consumer spending on cars.
INTRODUCTION
House prices in the U.S. rose dramatically from 1998 to 2006 and then plunged thereafter, bottoming out in 2011. Several studies, which we review below, have connected the changes in housing wealth during this period to the patterns in consumer spending on other goods, in particular automobiles. Less is known, however, about how households deploy their home equity gains in order to purchase autos. Narratives in the popular press suggest that it is quite common for households to use the proceeds from home equity extraction to fund auto purchases and that this practice was especially popular during the housing boom in the mid-2000s (e.g., Dash 2008 , Harney 2015 , Singletary 2007 . The economics behind these narratives can seem a bit puzzling, however, as it is usually more cost effective for households to finance car purchases with auto loans than with home equity loans, even during housing booms. To better understand these narratives and assess how important home equity extraction actually is to funding auto purchases, in this paper we assess the two ways in which homeowners might use home equity to purchase cars. First, homeowners might use equity extraction proceeds directly to purchase cars outright. Second, households might use equity extraction proceeds indirectly to facilitate purchasing a car with an auto loan. In particular, credit-constrained households might use home equity proceeds to alleviate down payment constraints in the auto loan market or to pay down high-interest debt and thereby free up space in their budgets to take out an auto loan.
We find evidence that both pathways play some role in the relationship between house prices and car purchases, but neither pathway appears to have been a quantitatively important part of car purchases during the mid-2000s housing boom. We first show that very few households report purchasing cars primarily with funds from home equity lines of credit or the 2 proceeds of cash-out refinancing, even during the housing boom years. This result is consistent across three nationally representative household surveys. We then use credit bureau data to explore whether home equity extraction indirectly supports car purchases by facilitating auto loans, and we find relatively strong evidence that this is the case. We explore the data a bit further and find that this relationship more likely reflects the role of equity extraction in easing down payment requirements in the auto loan market than an interaction between equity extraction and high-interest debt. But our estimates imply that the quantitative impact of home equity extraction on car purchases through the indirect auto loan channel is also quite small.
We use an event study setup in the analysis of the credit bureau data and identify the effects of home equity extraction on auto loan originations by looking for a discontinuous increase in auto loan originations shortly after equity extraction. The setup allows us to distinguish the role of equity extraction in easing auto loan credit constraints from other factors that might cause equity extraction and auto lending to move together, such as house prices and interest rates, and to assert that the relationship that we find between equity extraction and auto lending is likely causal.
Our results provide mixed support for studies in the existing literature that find that housing wealth primarily supported consumption during the 2000s by increasing the ability of households to borrow. Some patterns in the credit bureau data are consistent with this narrative, such as the stronger relationship we find between home equity extraction and subsequent auto loan origination for borrowers with low-to moderate credit scores than for other borrowers.
However, individuals in the household surveys who report using home equity as the primary source of funds for purchasing a car do not appear to be particularly borrowing constrained.
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Because so few car purchases are funded through home equity, though, we hesitate to generalize too broadly about the implications of our findings for housing wealth and consumption.
Our results cast some doubt on the narrative that home equity extraction was an important source of funds for auto purchases during the housing boom in the mid-2000's, but they do not imply that housing wealth was inconsequential for these purchases. The wealth effects of the changes in house prices could have been large, and some of the indirect effects of home equity extraction on auto purchases that we cannot explore in the data could also have been important.
In the conclusion we discuss whether households may purchase other goods and services with home equity and free up space in a household balance sheet to buy a car.
RELATED LITERATURE
Our paper contributes to two literatures: (1) Studies of the relationship between house prices and consumption, and (2) studies of credit constraints in the auto loan market. Turning first to house prices and consumption, one key question in this vast literature is whether increases in house prices spur consumption primarily because households are wealthier (the wealth channel) or because lenders are willing to extend more credit to households after their house values rise (the borrowing constraints channel). 1 The studies that have examined this relationship using data from the 2000s generally conclude that borrowing constraints are the more important of the two channels (e.g., Aladangady 2017 , Bhuttta and Keys 2016 , Cooper 2013 , and Cloyne et al. 2017 .
Consistent with this general finding, several studies also indicate that borrowing constraints in the mortgage market are an important part of the link between house prices and auto sales. Mian, Rao, and Sufi (2013) and Mian and Sufi (2014) find that the relationship 4 between the changes in house prices and auto sales is strongest in zip codes where the share of the residents with high debt burdens or low incomes is high. Brown, Stein, and Zafar (2015) show that increases in house prices in the 2002 to 2006 period were associated with increases in borrowing on home equity lines of credit and auto loans; the response of auto debt to the changes in house prices was strongest for subprime borrowers. Gabriel, Iacoviello, and Lutz (2017) show that auto sales increased more between 2008 and 2010 in counties where California's foreclosure prevention programs were especially successful in stabilizing house prices after the 2007-09 recession; they attribute this result to the rise in housing wealth, which eased credit constraints.
Other studies find that auto loan originations increase when changes in mortgage finance conditions allow more households to tap their home equity. Beraja et al. (2017) find that the drop in mortgage rates that ensued after the start of the Federal Reserve's large-scale asset purchase program resulted in the largest increase in auto purchases in MSAs with highest median home equity. They also find that auto loan originations increased more for individuals that had a cash-out refinancing than a non-cash-out refinancing. Laufer and Paciorek (2016) find that looser credit standards on mortgage refinancing are associated with an increase in auto loan originations among subprime mortgage borrowers.
Our contribution to this literature is to ask whether households who experience large house price gains subsequently use home equity extraction to fund car purchases. Other than the Beraja et al. (2017) study, this particular question has not been investigated very thoroughly in the extant literature. We also consider whether the households who appear to purchase cars with home equity have characteristics that suggest borrowing constraints were a key factor in their choice of payment method.
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Turning to the literature on credit constraints, several studies have documented that borrowing constraints are an important feature of the auto loan market, including Attanasio, Goldberg, and Kyriazidou (2008) and Adams, Einav, and Levin (2009) ; the latter study shows that minimum down payments matter a great deal to borrowers in the subprime auto loan market.
Consistent with this result, Cooper (2010) finds in some waves of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics a positive relationship between home equity extraction and automobile costs, which include down payments on loans and leases.
A piece of empirical evidence that is commonly used to support the importance of borrowing constraints is the high contemporaneous sensitivity of auto purchases to predictable changes in income. Some studies demonstrate this sensitivity by using changes in mortgage market conditions, which affect the income that is available for non-housing purchases. For example, Agarwal et al. (2017) and DiMaggio et al. (2017) find an increase in auto loan originations after a drop in household mortgage payments due to the Home Affordable Modification Program and mortgage rate resets, respectively. DiMaggio et al. (2017) find a stronger response for homeowners with lower incomes and higher loan-to-value ratios. Other examples of predicable changes in income that appear to affect car sales contemporaneously include tax refunds (Adams, Einav, and Levin 2009, Souleles 1999) ; economic stimulus payments (Parker et al. 2013) ; an increase in the minimum wage (Aaronson, Agarwal, and French 2012) ; an increase in Social Security benefits (Wilcox 1989) ; and expansions of health insurance (Leininger, Levy, and Schanzenbach 2010) . We add to this literature by documenting that car purchases are responsive to increases in available liquidity in the form of equity extraction. We believe that we are also the first authors to explicitly link an easing of borrowing constraints in the mortgage market to an easing of borrowing constraints in the auto loan market. 
HOME EQUITY EXTRACTION AS A SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR CAR

PURCHASES
We begin by measuring the share of auto purchases that are funded directly by home equity. Using household surveys, we define a car purchase as funded directly with home equity if a respondent indicates that she bought a new or used car and that home equity was a source of funding. Our analysis is based on three surveys: The Reuters/University of Michigan Survey of Consumers (Michigan Survey), the Federal Reserve's Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), and the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE). As described in Appendix A, the three surveys ask about home equity extraction and auto purchases in different ways but nonetheless show a similar relationship between these two events.
As shown in Table 1 , households rarely report using home equity to purchase cars.
Results from the three surveys suggest that home equity extraction funds about 1 to 2 percent of both new and used car purchases. When we run these tabulations on the SCF and CE using only data for homeowners, as renters cannot have home equity, the shares of car purchases funded with home equity are only about ½ percentage point higher. Although home equity appears to directly fund only a very small share of car purchases, its use might have picked up during the housing boom and then dropped off during the financial crisis. To assess this possibility, we calculated from the CE the share of car purchases funded by a home equity loan for each year between 1997 and 2012 ( Figure 1 ). The share of cars 7 purchased with home equity was low over the entire period; it averaged 0.7 percent both during the housing boom (1997 to 2006) and after it (2007 to 2012). 4 There are a few reasons why it may not be surprising that the share of car buyers that report home equity as the funding source, even during the housing boom, is so low. First, personal finance professionals would generally advise against using a home equity loan to purchase a car, as these loans extend maturities beyond the lengths typically recommended for cars and thus may increase the total interest paid by consumers (Singletary, 2008; The Wall Street Journal) . Second, the transaction costs of extracting home equity with a second lien or mortgage refinancing generally exceed those of originating an auto loan; doing so only makes sense if the homeowner plans to extract a lot of equity at once and use much of it for another purpose. Third, the primary advantage to using home equity rather than an auto loan to finance a car purchase-the tax deductibility of the interest for loans up to $100,000-is most likely not relevant for the approximately one-third of homeowners who end up taking the standard deduction (Poterba and Sinai 2008). 5 Finally, auto loans were an attractive financing choice during much of the housing boom period: Auto credit appears to have been widely available, and interest rates on new car loans were generally low and often heavily discounted by the manufacturers, especially for households with low credit risk.
So who uses home equity to buy cars? To answer this question and explore whether borrowing constraints are a factor, we compare the income, wealth, and credit history characteristics of households who purchase cars with home equity with those who purchase cars with auto loans or with cash or other means. We use data from the SCF for this exercise, and we limit the sample to homeowners who purchase new cars to eliminate the differences between homeowners and renters, and between new car purchasers and used car purchasers.
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The comparisons, which are shown in Table 2 , suggest that homeowners who report using home equity to buy a car do not appear to be lacking in terms of income, wealth, or access to credit. Among new car buyers, the table shows a clear ordering by method of funding an auto purchase: Households who use cash have the most wealth and access to credit, followed by households who use home equity and then households who use auto loans. Most of the differences among the three groups are statistically significant even with the very small sample of households who use home equity.
Beginning with wealth, the median of liquid assets is $42,000 for homeowners who purchase new cars with cash, $22,000 for those who use home equity, and $10,500 for those who use an auto loan. 6 Likewise, median net worth is a bit greater than $1,000,000 for cash purchasers, nearly $600,000 for home equity purchasers, and nearly $300,000 for auto loan purchasers. The ordering of median income among the groups is the same as for wealth, but the differences are not statistically significant.
Turning to access to credit, the share of homeowners who purchase new cars and answered "yes" to the survey question "Was there any time in the past five years that you thought of applying for credit at a particular place, but changed your mind because you thought you might be turned down?" is low-only 2 percent for cash and home equity purchasers and 10 percent for auto loan purchasers. The share who answered "yes" to the survey question "In the past five years, has a particular lender or creditor turned down any request you made for credit?" is somewhat higher at 7 percent for cash purchasers, 15 percent for home equity purchasers, and 20 percent for auto loan purchasers. But the differences among the groups are not statistically significant for this measure. By both measures, homeowners who purchase new cars with home equity do not appear to be credit constrained.
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Demographic characteristics that are correlated with credit access-age, education, and stockownership-similarly suggest that households who purchase new cars with home equity do not stand out as being credit constrained. Home equity purchasers are around 50 years old, on average, somewhat younger than cash purchasers (60 years old) and about the same age as auto loan purchasers. The share of home equity purchasers with a college education is about 43 percent, below the share of cash purchasers (54 percent) and about the same share as auto loan purchasers. The share of home equity purchasers that own stock is 39 percent, below the share of cash purchasers (48 percent) and above the share of auto loan purchasers (24 percent).
HOME EQUITY EXTRACTION AS A FACILITATOR OF AUTO LOANS
Although few households report directly using home equity to purchase a car, a larger number of households might indirectly use home equity to purchase a car by using the proceeds of a recent equity extraction to overcome down payment requirements or other credit constraints in the auto loan market. In this section, we use an event study set up to examine this indirect channel and estimate whether homeowners are more likely to take out an auto loan right after extracting home equity.
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As described in the literature review, a common way to detect the presence of borrowing constraints is to test whether auto purchases rise after a household receives a predictable boost in income. Using a similar logic, we use an event study setup to estimate the effect of home equity extraction on auto loan originations via the route of alleviating borrowing constraints in the auto loan market. Specifically, we measure the additional increase in the probability of originating an auto loan after home equity is extracted relative to the probability observed before equity is extracted.
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The identification strategy of the event study setup assumes that the effects of common shocks to home equity extraction and auto loan originations-such as a wealth effect associated with a rise in house prices or a price effect associated with a change in interest rates-are equally relevant for auto loan originations before and after home equity is extracted. In contrast, when equity extraction facilitates an auto loan origination because it eases a constraint in the auto lending market, the auto loan origination must follow the extraction.
Our analysis uses credit bureau data from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
The panel is a randomly selected anonymized 5 percent sample of credit records from the credit bureau Equifax. The data include individuals' credit scores, debt balances, payment histories, age, and geographic location (down to the Census block level).
Individuals are followed over time with quarterly snapshots of their data, although the sample is periodically refreshed so that it remains representative of all individuals with a credit record and a social security number. We use data from 1999 to 2015, and for computational ease we select a 20 percent subsample; all told, our dataset is a 1 percent sample of the universe of credit records. An observation i in our sample is the data for a given individual in a given quarter.
We construct a sample of individuals who could plausibly have extracted equity at any time in an event window that spans three quarters before and three quarters after the quarter in which we observe the individual. Those individuals are borrowers who have mortgage debt and are current on that debt throughout the event window. For each event window we drop from the sample households who appear to have purchased a new residence (as determined by a change in the census block of residence from quarter-to-quarter) or who appeared to have been property investors (as determined by the presence of more than one first lien mortgage or home equity line 11 of credit on the credit bureau file).
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The resulting dataset has approximately 31.7 million personquarter observations. Auto loan originations and home equity extractions are not directly reported in the CCP data, and so we infer these extensions of new credit from the number of open accounts for each borrower and their loan balances. For auto loans, we infer that a new loan was originated when the number of open auto loan accounts for a borrower increases from one quarter to the next or when the borrower's total indebtedness on non-delinquent auto loans rises.
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As with mortgages, we do not count a balance increase on delinquent accounts as a loan origination because it may reflect overdue interest or fees being rolled into the loan balance.
To infer that a home equity extraction took place, we search our dataset for borrowers with mortgage debt in two consecutive quarters and with an increase in total mortgage debt of at least 5 percent (and at least $1,000) from the first to the second quarter. Because our dataset includes no borrowers who purchase new residences, appear to be property investors, or have a delinquent mortgage, none of the increases in mortgage balances in our dataset are associated with these activities. In addition, we flag apparent changes in the loan servicer, which can result in the reported balance on the loan dropping to zero for a quarter until the new servicer begins reporting to the credit bureau. In these cases, we replace the zero balance with the average of the balances from the prior and subsequent quarters and therefore do not record these servicing transfers as equity extractions.
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Data limitations preclude us from following a similar procedure for servicing transfers associated with auto loans.
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The reason we drop borrowers who purchase residences, are property investors, or are delinquent on their mortgages from our dataset-despite the fact that borrowers in these situations may extract home equity-is that retaining these borrowers would bias our estimates 12 downward. The source of the bias is the uncertainty present in these situations about whether increases in mortgage balances imply that home equity was extracted. Therefore, keeping borrowers with these situations in our sample and assuming that all increases in mortgage balances are not equity extractions would bias downward the relationship we estimate between equity extraction and auto loan origination. We judge the simplest solution to be to drop these households entirely.
As a baseline, we use our final dataset to estimate equation (1) and determine the likelihood that an individual takes out an auto loan, conditional on whether she has extracted home equity recently or will do so in the near future. The dependent variable Autoi equals 1 if she originated an auto loan in the quarter associated with observation i and 0 otherwise. The independent variables include an intercept and a sequence of 7 indicator variables that correspond to the three quarters before the reference quarter associated with observation i (q = -3, -2, or -1), the reference quarter itself (q = 0), and the three quarters after the reference quarter (q = 1, 2, or 3). Each indicator variable equals 1 if the individual extracted home equity in that quarter and zero otherwise.
• 1 Extracted equity in quarter q 3 3 (1)
We estimate equation (1) as a linear probability model and report the coefficient estimates in the first column of Table 3 . As indicated by the estimate of the intercept, about 3.6 percent of individuals who did not extract home equity at any point in the relevant seven quarter window originated an auto loan in the reference quarter. The estimates of the βq coefficients, when q < 0, measure the additional probability that an individual takes out an auto loan in the reference quarter if they extracted home equityuarters ago; when q > 0, these estimates 13 measure the additional probability that an individual takes out an auto loan in the reference quarter if they will extract home equityuarters in the future. Individuals are about 1.1 percentage points more likely to take out an auto loan if they extracted home equity three or two quarters ago (β-3 and β-2). Individuals are 1.4 and 1.8 percentage points more likely to originate an auto loan if they extracted equity one quarter earlier or in the same quarter (β-1 and β0).
Individuals are about 1.1 percentage points more likely to originate an auto loan if they will extract home equity either 1, 2, or 3 quarters in the future (β1, β2, and β3); estimates of these coefficients are essentially identical to those for β-3 and β-2.
Estimates of all seven β coefficients are positive and statistically different from zero, indicating that individuals who have extracted home equity recently or will do so in the near future are more likely to take out an auto loan than are other individuals. This relationship may reflect factors such as rising housing wealth or low interest rates overall, which boost the likelihood of both equity extraction and auto loan origination, or characteristics of the borrowers that affect the likelihood of both activities.
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In addition, the β coefficients that correspond to subsets of the sample that extracted home equity during the reference quarter or one quarter before it are larger than the other β coefficients, consistent with equity extraction easing credit constraints in the auto loan market.
As described earlier, our identification stems from the timing of events: if borrowers use the proceeds of home equity extraction to overcome credit constraints in the auto loan market, they cannot originate the auto loan before receiving home equity proceeds. Assuming that other factors that affect auto loan originations do not change systematically around the point of extraction, we interpret the incremental rise in the probability of originating an auto loan after the equity extraction as the causal effect of extraction on auto loan origination. In equation (1), the 14 β-1 coefficient estimate is 0.3 percentage point higher than that for the other βs, and the estimate of β0 is 0.7 percentage point higher, yielding a total effect of 1.0 percentage point. The difference between the β0 and β-1 estimates is statistically significant, and the implied total effect is large relative to the 4 percent unconditional probability in this sample of originating an auto loan in a typical quarter.
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The magnitude of the effect that we measure is also similar to the increase in the probability of taking out an auto loan after equity extraction measured in Beraja et al. (2017). 15 One possible concern with using this event study setup with these data is that quarterly observations may be too coarse to assert that home equity extractions predated the auto loan originations when both occurred in the same quarter. The results in Beraja et al. (2017) assuage this concern. In their credit bureau data-which unlike ours are measured at a monthly frequency-auto loan originations begin to rise in the month after equity extraction, with the peak occurring two months after the extraction.
Next, we add person fixed effects to the probability model to control for each individual's innate probability of taking out an auto loan. Other than the intercept that now varies across individuals, this model, shown in equation (2), is the same as equation (1).
• 1 Extracted equity in quarter q The coefficient estimates from this specification are shown in the second column of Table 3 . The estimates of β-3, β-2, β1, β2, and β3 are around 0.4 percentage point, β-1 is 0.6 percentage point, and β0 is 1.0 percentage point. These β coefficient estimates are all about 0.7 percentage point below the corresponding estimates in equation (1), a comparison that indicates 15 that individual heterogeneity explains much of the correlation between auto loan origination and home equity extraction. However, even with the addition of the fixed effects, individuals are still 0.8 percentage point more likely to originate an auto loan in the reference quarter if they extract home equity in that quarter or the one before it, and this increase remains statistically significant. So the conclusion that equity extraction eases borrowing constraints in the auto loan market is robust to the inclusion of person fixed effects.
In equation (3) we add year fixed effects to the model in equation (2) to capture omitted factors that vary over time but not individuals; examples of these factors might include the level of interest rates or the national unemployment rate, which affect both equity extraction and auto loan originations. Coefficient estimates from this specification are in the third column of Table   3 .
• 1 Extracted equity in quarter q The estimates of the β-3, β-2, β1, β2, and β3 coefficients are even lower in this specification than in equation (2)-by around 0.2 percentage point. Although the coefficient estimates are still statistically significantly different from zero, for practical purposes home equity extraction affects the probability of originating an auto loan in this specification only if the extraction occurs in the reference quarter or the quarter before it. The probability of originating an auto loan in the reference quarter is 0.7 percentage point higher if equity is extracted in the same quarter than if it is extracted in the next quarter, and the probability is 0.3 percentage point higher if equity is extracted one quarter earlier. 16 
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Finally, in equation (4) we add the one year change in a house price index for the borrower's Zip code, ΔHPIi, to the model in equation (3). Changes in local house prices can vary considerably across the country and therefore are only partly captured by the year fixed effects. The Zip code house price indexes are from CoreLogic, and we are able to match these indexes to borrowers for 72 percent of the borrowers in the sample. 17 We include this specification to take into account the tendency of some households to make a number of home price appreciation-related financial decisions at one time. If paying attention is costly, for example, households might react to an increase in house prices by extracting equity and originating an auto loan in the same quarter. In this case, it is the fixed cost of paying attention rather than the presence of borrowing constraints that explains the pattern of the relevant beta coefficient estimates in equations (1) through (3). Coefficient estimates from this house price augmented specification are in the fourth column of Table 3 .
• 1 Extracted equity in quarter q The estimate of γ indicates that the association of regional house price changes with auto loan originations is statistically significant but very small; the 0.00007 coefficient estimate means that even a fairly large one year house price increase of 19 percent (the 95 th percentile of one year house price increases in our sample) is associated with an increase in the probability of originating an auto loan of only 0.1 percentage point. In a more flexible nonlinear specification (not shown), we allow γ to vary across six increments of house price increases and similarly find that living in a Zip code with the largest increase-a 10 percent or greater increase from the previous year-is associated with only a 0.1 percentage point increase in the probability of originating an auto loan.
Importantly, the estimates of the sequence of β coefficients are essentially unchanged in this specification relative to equation (3). As before, the coefficient estimates imply that borrowers are 0.7 percentage point more likely to originate an auto loan in the reference quarter if they extract home equity in the same quarter and 0.3 percentage point more likely to do so if they extract equity one quarter earlier. Similarly, characterizing house prices with the nonlinear transformation described above has little effect on the β coefficient estimates, and the same is true if we use three year changes in the regional house price indexes in place of one year changes.
The various robustness checks support our conclusion that the rise in auto loan originations that occurs during and shortly after a home equity extraction stems from an easing of credit constraints.
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF BORROWING CONSTRAINTS IN THE AUTO LOAN MARKET
If home equity extraction boosts the likelihood of taking out an auto loan because it eases credit constraints in the auto loan market, we would expect the relationship to be stronger for borrowers with lower credit scores. We look for this corroborating evidence by adding variables to the event study probability model that allow the intercept and coefficients on the equity extraction time indicators to vary for six credit score categories, indexed by c. 
The βqc coefficient estimates are graphed in Figure 2 .
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The probability of taking out an auto loan in the reference quarter is higher for borrowers in all of the credit score groups who extract home equity in the same quarter or one quarter earlier, but the magnitudes of the increases vary substantially. These probabilities are shown in the second column of Table 4 .
For comparison, the first column shows the probability that a borrower from each group originates an auto loan in the reference quarter if they extract home equity during the next quarter. As in the earlier exercises, this probability represents the rate at which borrowers take out an auto loan if they extract equity but do not face borrowing constraints. To gauge the contribution of the role of home equity in easing credit constraints for each group, column 3 shows the percent increase in the probability of originating an auto loan associated with having extracted equity before or during the reference quarter as opposed to after it.
Individuals with subprime credit scores who extract home equity after the reference quarter have a 5.0 percent probability of originating an auto loan in the reference quarter. If these individuals instead extract equity during the reference quarter or the quarter before it, that probability is 7.1 percent, which represents a 42 percent increase in the probability of originating an auto loan. In contrast, individuals with the highest (ultra-prime) credit scores who extract home equity after the reference quarter have a 5.8 percent probability of originating an auto loan in the reference quarter, and that likelihood only edges up to 5.9 percent if the home equity 19 extraction instead occurs during the same quarter or one quarter. In relative terms, borrowing constraints have barely any impact on the rate at which this group originates auto loans. For individuals with middle credit scores, extracting equity before or during the reference quarter increases the probability of originating auto loans between 22 and 27 percent. The larger effect observed for subprime individuals relative to other groups corroborates our conclusion that credit constraints underlie the relationship between equity extraction and auto loan originations identified by the event study.
Although our data do not reveal much about how home equity extraction eases credit constraints in the auto loan market, one theory we can test is whether borrowers who extract home equity appear to use the proceeds to pay down high-interest consumer debt. Bhutta and Keys (2016) show that credit card debt decreases only slightly after a home equity extraction, on average, but the decreases are larger and more persistent for individuals with lower credit scores.
Such a maneuver could make a household a better credit prospect by reducing its credit utilization rate (which counts toward a borrower's credit score) and its debt service relative to income (which might be a factor in auto loan underwriting).
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Independent of the lender's determination, the borrower might feel a greater capacity to take out an auto loan after paying down higher-interest debt.
To look for evidence of consumer debt paydown, we construct an indicator variable
CC_Payi that equals 1 if the individual pays down half or more of the existing uncollateralized consumer debt in the quarter associated with observation i, and it is set to 0 otherwise.
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We then assess whether individuals who took this action are more likely than other equity extractors to purchase cars. The exercise is shown as equation (6), which includes a term that interacts
CC_Payi with an indicator of whether equity was extracted in the reference quarter.
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A positive 20 and significant estimate of η would suggest that consumer debt paydown is part of the relationship between home equity extraction and auto loan originations.
• 1 Extracted equity in quarter q 
The coefficient estimates for equation (6) (column 5, Table 3 ) show no detectable role for consumer debt paydown in the relationship between equity extraction and auto lending. The estimate of δ indicates the likelihood that an individual takes out an auto loan in the reference quarter rises 0.5 percentage point if she pays down uncollateralized debt in the same quarter, but the miniscule and insignificant estimate of η suggests this probability is essentially unaffected by whether she also extracts home equity in that quarter. More flexible specifications that interact leads and lags of credit card paydown with leads and lags of home equity extraction also find essentially no relationship between these factors.
This result is not surprising, as the existing literature suggests that the constraint most likely eased by equity extraction is down payment requirements. These studies identify down payments as a major credit constraint in the auto lending market (Adams, Einav, and Levin 2009 ) and find a relationship between equity extraction and increased spending on auto loan down payments (Cooper 2010 ).
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HOW IMPORTANT IS HOME EQUITY EXTRACTION IN THE AUTO LOAN MARKET?
Having established that home equity extraction has a statistically significant effect on auto loan originations, we now ask whether equity extraction plays a quantitatively important role in aggregate auto loan originations. To begin, we first estimate in our data that around 3 
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To calculate the effect of these equity extractions on car purchases, we apply to the extraction volumes the coefficients from our preferred specification in equation (3), which imply that home equity extraction raises the probability of an auto loan origination by 0.9 percentage point. (This is the incremental probability of an auto loan origination in a given quarter associated with households who extract equity in the same quarter (β0 -β1 = 0.65) plus the incremental probability associated with those who extract equity in the preceding quarter (β-1 -β1 = 0.25)). 
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This comparison suggests that home equity extraction was likely not a quantitatively important factor in total auto loan originations or in the changes in loan originations during this period.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrate that home equity extraction does not appear to be the direct source of funding for many car purchases. Estimates from three nationally representative surveys indicate that very few households purchase cars directly with home equity. Further, the share of those who report doing so does not appear to vary with the housing cycle.
However, home equity extraction is associated with an increase in auto loan originations.
Using an event study framework with credit bureau data, we show that home equity extraction increases the likelihood of originating an auto loan in a statistically significant and causal way.
We also show that this increase is distinct from the effects of other factors that cause equity extractions and auto loan originations to move together, such as the changes in house prices and interest rates, and that the effect of home equity extraction on auto loan originations is more pronounced for borrowers with lower credit scores. Our results suggest that home equity extraction increases auto loan originations by easing down payment and other credit constraints in the auto loan market. In contrast, we find no evidence that equity extraction increases auto loan originations by allowing households to pay down high-interest debt and thereby free up space in their budgets for auto loan payments. Nonetheless, when we put the effects we estimate into the context of the U.S. auto loan market, the number of additional auto loan originations in recent years that we can attribute to home equity extraction is very small.
Our results cast doubt on the narrative that home equity extraction was an important source of funds for auto purchases during the housing boom in the mid-2000's, but they do not imply that housing wealth was inconsequential for these purchases. At least two other (not mutually exclusive) channels contribute to the relationship between auto purchases and home equity. First, households are wealthier when their homes increase in value, and their demand for 23 cars should also increase. Rising housing wealth may have boosted car purchases considerably, even if these households did not report purchasing cars directly with home equity; different types of wealth are, to some extent, interchangeable. For example, paying for other goods and services with home equity may free up balance sheet space to purchase a car with cash or an auto loan.
Second, home equity might indirectly facilitate auto loans if lenders are more willing to extend credit to households in neighborhoods with rising house prices. Home equity is typically not considered directly in the underwriting of auto loans, but lenders may take into account local economic conditions, which can be correlated with house prices. Alternatively, lenders may have an easier time raising capital in areas of the country that are booming. Households in these markets may also be more likely to retain their good credit standing when their income is disrupted, because they can more easily refinance their mortgages or sell their homes. Ramcharan and Crowe (2013) show that peer-to-peer lenders were less willing to extend unsecured credit to homeowners in areas with declining house prices; a similar dynamic may occur in the auto credit market, although we are not aware of any research on this topic.
APPENDIX A: SURVEY DATA
A.1 The University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers (Michigan survey)
The Michigan survey data come from a special module that the Federal Reserve has sponsored three times per year since 2003. Survey respondents are asked if they purchased a car in the previous six months, and if so, whether they borrowed money to purchase the car or paid cash. If the answer is "cash," respondents are asked whether the source of the cash was savings or investments, a home equity loan, a mortgage refinancing, or "somewhere else." 27 
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Respondents can cite multiple sources of the cash, although this is rare. We define the car purchase as a home equity extraction if the respondent identifies a home equity loan or mortgage refinancing as the source of the cash. We define the purchase as an auto loan if the respondent indicates that a car was purchased with borrowed money. We define all other purchases as cash/other. The data span the 2003 to 2014 period and include 2,388 purchases of new and used cars.
A.2 Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE)
In the CE, households are asked about the vehicles that they currently own. We focus on cars purchased in the survey year. For each car owned, households are asked whether any portion of the purchase price was financed.
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If so, they are asked whether the source of credit was a home equity loan. Households are not asked if the car was purchased with the proceeds from a cash-out refinancing, and so we will miss these purchases.
We define the purchase as a home equity extraction if the respondent identifies a home equity loan as a source of credit. We define the purchase as an auto loan if the respondent financed the purchase but does not indicate they used a home equity loan. We define all other purchases as cash/other. The data cover the 1997 to 2012 period and include 28,290 car purchases.
A.3 Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF)
In the SCF, like in the CE, households are asked about the cars that they own at the date of the interview. We focus on cars that were likely purchased recently. For used cars, the date of purchase is known from a survey question, and we select cars purchased during the survey Unlike the CE, the SCF does not ask households whether their cars were purchased with home equity, and so we infer these purchases when an SCF respondent both appears to have purchased a car recently and reports having used the proceeds from a recently originated cash-out refinancing, second or third lien, or HELOC to buy a car.
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If a household does not appear to have used home equity but does report having an auto loan outstanding, we assume the car was purchased with an auto loan. All other purchases are defined as cash/other.
One potentially important consequence of using the definitions described above is that households who buy the newest models early in the model year are likely overrepresented in our SCF sample of new car purchases. And, as noted earlier, we also miss a few purchases of older car models. All told, these factors may bias upward some of the sample statistics on new car buyers, such as average income and wealth, because new car prices decline over the course of the model year (Aizcorbe, Bridgman, and Nalewaik, 2009) 27 According to the Michigan survey staff, some respondents who purchase autos with home equity appear to consider these purchases as funded with "borrowed" money rather than "cash." If so, the survey instrument will miss some car purchases funded by home equity extraction. The survey staff catch many of these instances and recode the answers as cash/home equity. We do not think that this aspect of the question structure leads to a significant understatement of home equity funded purchases because the Michigan results are in line with the results from the other two surveys, which have different question structures.
28 The CE asks households a separate set of questions about the vehicles they purchased during the reference period. Our analysis is based on the set of questions about vehicles owned (in the EOVB files) because these data include questions about how the purchases were financed. 30 We consider the origination of a cash-out refinancing or second lien to be recent if it occurred in the survey year or in the year prior. We include the prior year because, as described earlier, our sample of recent vehicle purchases likely includes some cars purchased in the previous year, and because there may be a lag between the cash-out refinance and the purchase of the car. We assume that a HELOC funded a recent car purchase if the proceeds of the most recent draw were used for a car. The SCF does not ask when that draw took place; depending on the timing, our definition could either understate or overstate the share of vehicle purchases funded with HELOCs.
31 The SCF and CE samples also miss vehicles purchased during the calendar year but sold (or scrapped) before the date of the survey. We assume, given our short lookback period, that this bias is small. (5) estimated with FRBNY CCP data. The first column in the table shows estimates of α c + β1c for credit score groups 2 through 6. The second column shows estimates of α c + β1c + (β-1c -β1c)+ (β0c -β1c) for credit score groups 2 through 6. The estimates in the first and second columns also include the intercept generated by STATA's areg procedure. The third column is the percent change of the second column from the first column. The credit score is the Equifax 3.0 risk score. Percentage points
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